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(ELTALE): Papers Category:Australian English Category:Education in Australia Category:Linguistics in AustraliaQ: Accessing a class member within a separate class I'm having a bit of trouble trying

to understand how to access a class's member from within a separate class. I'll explain by example. I have a class called Circle. I have a class called CircleCalculator, this class has 4 public members
which are all of the form double x, y, r, and theta. I want to calculate theta but the problem is that it's not straightforward because it's part of the Circle class. How do I access this member within

CircleCalculator class? A: If you know all the possible values for theta (for example, you know it's between 0 to 2*pi), you can make a wrapper to encapsulate it and the other Circle members into a
"circle" class. Then, your CircleCalculator can access it using Circle.theta. EDIT: Based on the code provided, here's a small example: class Circle { public double radius; public double theta; } class

CircleCalculator { private Circle circle; public CircleCalculator(double radius, double theta) { // set circle to whatever the Circle contains this.circle = new Circle(radius, theta); } public double
Ellipse(double x, double y) { // use the circle to calculate your ellipse double xc = (circle.radius + x) * Math.cos(circle.theta) - circle.radius
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